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We analyze beyond linear-response theory the energy loss of a slow dipole moving inside a free-electron gas.
The energy loss is obtained from a nonlinear treatment of the scattering of electrons at the dipole-induced
potential. This potential and the total electronic density are calculated with density-functional theory. We focus
on the interference effects, i.e., the difference between the energy loss of a dipole and that of the isolated
charges forming it. Comparison of our results to those obtained in linear-response theory shows that a nonlin-
ear treatment of the screening is required to accurately describe the energy loss of slow dipoles.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.054901 PACS number~s!: 34.50.Bw, 34.50.Dy, 79.20.RfThe study of the electronic excitations created by a
charged projectile moving inside a solid or close to a surface
provides information on the electronic properties of both the
projectile and the target, as well as on the interaction be-
tween them. The electronic energy deposited in the medium
can be partially compensated by a loss in the projectile ki-
netic energy. For small perturbations (Z/v!1, where Z is
the charge of the projectile and v its velocity, both in atomic
units!, linear theory gives an accurate description of the me-
dium response and of the projectile energy loss. However,
there is a wide range of velocities and/or projectile charges
for which linear theory fails and nonperturbative approaches
are required @1–3#.
In the case of metal targets, the free-electron gas model
correctly describes the valence-band excitation spectrum.
The energy loss of atomic projectiles in free-electron-like
metals has been widely studied and the experimental mea-
surements are accurately reproduced by theoretical calcula-
tions @2,4–7#. However, new questions arise when the mov-
ing projectile is not a single ion or atom, but a cluster of two
or more atomic constituents @8#. Correlation of charges trav-
eling together in matter has been primarily studied in the
range of high velocities, for which linear theory is in reason-
able agreement with available experimental data @9–12#. The
energy loss of a fast dimer can be theoretically described as
the sum of the energy loss of each atom of the dimer plus an
interference term @13#. In the low-energy range, there are
theoretical works that show that nonlinear screening effects
@14,15# as well as multiple scattering of the medium elec-
trons in the dimer potential @15,16# introduce significant
modifications in the calculation of the energy loss.
In this work we focus our attention on the energy loss of
polar particles in metals. More precisely, we calculate the
energy loss of a slow dipole moving inside a free-electron
gas. In this case, the competition between the electron repul-
sion from the neighborhood of the negative charge and the
piling up of electronic charge in the vicinity of the positive
charge makes the screening process a complex phenomenon.
Therefore, we study the correlation effects that arise when
two charges of opposite sign move with the same velocity. In
this respect, Arista @17# has recently published an interesting1050-2947/2002/66~5!/054901~4!/$20.00 66 0549study on this problem, making use of the dielectric formal-
ism. Here, we investigate the importance of nonlinear effects
in this particular system in the low-energy range. Although
the main purpose of our work is to address a fundamental
theoretical question, there are real systems for which our
results may be of interest, such as the electronic excitations
created in the scattering of slow polar molecules off metal
surfaces, and the energy loss of channeled polar molecules in
capillaries. As a first approximation, neutral light ions in an
excited electronic state could also be described by finite di-
poles, as was suggested in Ref. @18#. Application of our re-
sults to actual energy-loss measurements of polar molecules
in solids is more problematic because molecular ionization
and/or dissociation processes are likely to occur.
The finite dipole is defined by two point charges q561
separated by a distance d ~atomic units are used throughout!.
The dipole is embedded in a free-electron gas, whose mean
electronic density is n053/4prs
3
, and it moves with a veloc-
ity v with a modulus much smaller than the Fermi velocity
vF . The angle between the velocity and the dipole axis
~that will be considered as the OZ axis in our geometry! is
called a .
The calculation of the energy loss follows the same pro-
cedure that was already used and explained in Refs. @15# and
@19# for other axially symmetric systems, and is only sum-
marized here. First of all, we use density-functional theory
and the Kohn-Sham scheme to calculate the ground state of a
static dipole embedded in a free-electron gas @19#. After-
wards, the energy transferred from the moving dipole to the
electron gas is obtained from the linear momentum trans-
ferred to the gas. More precisely, the total energy lost by the
dipole per unit path length—also known as stopping power
S—is obtained as
S5
dE
dR 5
1
4p3ESFSd3kk2vˆ str~k!, ~1!
where k and k8 (k5k8), respectively, are the initial and final
momenta of a medium electron in an individual collision,
and vˆ is a unitary vector along the direction of v . The inte-
gration is performed over a shifted Fermi sphere. In the limit©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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contribute to the energy loss. The transport cross section
str(k) ~a vector quantity for nonspherically symmetric sys-
tems! is calculated in terms of the scattering amplitude
f (k,k8):
str~k!5E dVk8~kˆ2kˆ8! u f ~k,k8!u2, ~2!
with kˆ and kˆ8 being unitary vectors in the k and k8 direc-
tions, respectively. The scattering amplitude f (k,k8) is ob-
tained from the asymptotic behavior of the Kohn-Sham or-
bitals at the Fermi level @19#. The transport cross section can
be projected into two components, s tri (kF) and s tr’(kF), par-
allel and perpendicular to the dimer axis, respectively. The
stopping power for velocities much smaller than the Fermi
velocity can thus be written as
S~a!5F i v cos2a1F’ v sin2a , ~3!
with
F i52
kF
4
4p3E dVkFs tri ~kF!cos ukF, ~4!
and
F’52
kF
4
4p3E dVkFs tr’~kF!sin ukF cos wkF. ~5!
F i (F’) is the friction coefficient ~i.e., the energy loss per
unit of path length and per unit of velocity! for a dipole
moving along a direction parallel ~perpendicular! to its axis,
and (ukF, wkF) are the angular coordinates of the linear mo-
mentum at the Fermi level kF .
The stopping power of the dipole S(a) for any fixed ori-
entation a of the velocity is given by Eq. ~3!. If the velocity
direction is unknown, the stopping power has to be averaged
over angles, giving as a final result
S5F13 F i1 23 F’Gv . ~6!
Next, we apply our nonlinear formalism to study the depen-
dence of the stopping power and the interference effects on
the intercharge distance d and the electronic density of the
medium. In order to understand these dependences, let us
start analyzing the distribution of the electrons in the vicinity
of the dipole. Figure 1 shows the induced electronic density
Dn(r) around the dipole of q561 inside an electron gas of
rs52. The internuclear distance is d51 a.u. In Fig. 1~a!, we
represent the contour plot of Dn(r), in which darker zones
correspond to higher electronic densities. The metal electrons
are accumulated close to the positive charge q511 and are
repelled from the vicinity of the negative charge q521.
The asymmetry between the accumulation of electrons
around the proton and the repulsion of electrons from the
antiproton is due to our nonlinear treatment of the screening.
Whereas an external negative charge cannot repel ~from any
point in the jellium! more electrons than the initial ones,05490FIG. 1. DFT calculation of the electronic density Dn(r) induced
by a dipole in a free-electron gas of rs52.0. The charges of the
dipole are q561 and the distance between them is d51.0 a.u.
Dn(r) is plotted in units of the background density n0. ~a! The
upper panel shows a contour plot of Dn(r) in a plane in which the
dipole axis is contained. The lowest value of the induced density is
Dn(r)/n0521. Darker zones ~in steps of 0.5! correspond to higher
values of Dn(r). Abscissae represent distances in the direction par-
allel to the dipole axis, and ordinates represent distances in the
direction perpendicular to it. All distances are in atomic units. ~b!
The lower panel shows the interference term in the induced elec-
tronic density of a dipole, i.e., Dn(dipole)2Dn(p)2Dn(p¯ ) in
units of n0. Darker zones ~in steps of 0.5! correspond to higher
values of the interference term. Lowest value of this difference is
also 21. Note that for clarity in the contour plots, the dipole is
shifted downwards from its actual position.1-2
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external positive charge. As a consequence, the screening
length for the proton is shorter @3#. In the contour plot, this
effect causes that the induced charge is more extended close
to the antiproton than to the proton. We would like to remark
that the scale chosen to plot Dn(r) does not allow to observe
the Friedel oscillations though they are present. The contour
plot of Fig. 1~b! shows the interference term in the induced
electronic density, Dn(dipole)2Dn(p)2Dn(p¯ ), where
Dn(p) and Dn(p¯ ) are, respectively, the electronic densities
induced by a proton and by an antiproton inmersed in the
electron gas. The main effect of the interference is to reduce
the induced electronic density near the positive charge.
In Fig. 2, the friction coefficients F i ~solid lines! and F’
~dotted lines! are represented as a function of the intercharge
distance d for three different electronic densities (rs
52, 3, 4). F i and F’ approach zero in the limit d→ 0,
since the finite dipole vanishes, i.e., there is no external per-
turbation. For large values of the intercharge distance, both
F i and F’ tend to the sum of the proton and antiproton
friction coefficients, F(p)1F(p¯ ). As d increases, the inter-
action between both charges is totally screened by the elec-
trons in the electron gas, and the dipole behaves as two in-
dependent charges moving in the medium. These limits
@F(p)1F(p¯ )# are indicated by arrows in Fig. 2 for each
electronic density. Since the screening is more effective for
higher densities, the large-distance limit is reached faster as
decreasing rs . F i and F’ have a nonmonotonic behavior
with the distance d, which is essentially related to complex
interference effects in the two-center potential. At small dis-
tances, F i dominates over F’ , whereas the opposite is true
for large d. A remarkable feature is that the crossing distance
between F i and F’ goes towards smaller distances as rs
increases, in contrast to what is obtained in a linear calcula-
FIG. 2. DFT calculation of the friction coefficients of a slow
dipole embedded in an electron gas as a function of the intercharge
distance d. Results are shown for different electronic densities: rs
52, 3, and 4. Solid ~dashed! lines correspond to the friction coef-
ficient for a dipole moving parallel ~perpendicular! to its axis. The
arrows on the right ordinate axis indicate the asymptotic limit
F(p)1F(p¯ ) for each rs value ~see text for explanation on this
limit!.05490tion. In case of H2 molecules, the crossing distance, obtained
using both linear @16# and nonlinear @15# screening models,
increases with rs . Therefore, we conclude that the reduction
of the crossing distance, with increasing rs is a genuine non-
linear effect that appears due to the different ways positive
and negative charges are screened.
In the study of the energy loss of different molecules in
solids, the so-called vicinage effect is one of the magnitudes
of interest. In our case, the vicinage effect for a dipole is
measured as the difference between the energy loss of the
isolated charges (p and p¯ ) and that of the dipole itself. In
order to analyze the relevance of our nonlinear treatment, we
also calculate the vicinage effect for the dipole using linear-
response theory ~LRT! and the dielectric formalism. The
stopping power averaged over angles is given in this formal-
ism by @17#
SLRT~dipole!5
1
p2v
E d3k
k2
~k"v!
3F12 sin~kd !kd G ImF 21e~k ,k"vG , ~7!
FIG. 3. Dependence of the vicinage effect measured by g(rs)
@see Eq. ~8!# on the jellium electronic density. The three panels
show the results obtained for three different intercharge distances:
~a! d51 a.u., ~b! d53 a.u., and ~c! d55 a.u. Solid lines corre-
spond to the DFT calculation and dashed lines to the LRT calcula-
tion.1-3
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regime v!vF , SLRT(dipole) is mainly ruled by the factor in
brackets, @12sin(kd)/kd#, in which the first term arises from
the stopping power of p and p¯ , and the second one from the
interference between both charges.
The vicinage effect for the dipole is measured in terms of
the quantity
g~rs!5
S~dipole!
S~p !1S~p¯ !
21. ~8!
According to this definition, g(rs)→0 when the energy lost
by the dipole approximates to the energy lost by p and p¯ ;
whereas g(rs)→21 if the dipole energy loss is negligible as
compared to that of p and p¯ . In Fig. 3, g(rs) is represented
for three different distances: ~a! d51 a.u., ~b! d53 a.u.,
and ~c! d55 a.u. Solid lines show the results obtained with
the density-functional-theory ~DFT! calculation and dashed
lines those with LRT. We find one common feature between
both calculations. At high densities, since the screening
around each charge is more effective, the dipole behaves as
the two independent particles (p and p¯ ); and, as a conse-
quence, g(rs) approaches zero. Apart from this similarity,
the vicinage effect predicted by both theories is remarkably
different. At low densities, the DFT calculation of g(rs) ex-
hibits a quite stable behavior on the electronic density. How-
ever, the LRT predicts a stronger decay of g(rs), as rs in-
creases. This effect can be explained from the asymptotic
behavior of the integral factor @12sin(kd)/kd#, which goes to
zero in the limit kFd!1. The difference between both theo-
ries indicates that the dipole friction coefficient is underesti-
mated when we use a linear description of the screening. The
physical reason is that for increasing rs , the wavelength of05490the electrons involved in the scattering process also increases
(lF’3.3 rs), thus the two-center character of the dipole po-
tential is less important. More precisely, the potential expe-
rienced by the scattering electrons can be approximated by
Vdipole(r)’Vp(r)1Vp¯ (r), lF@d . In DFT, the effective po-
tentials of p and p¯ are quite different as a consequence of the
nonlinear screening. However, since in LRT the effective po-
tentials verify Vp(r)52Vp¯ (r), the dipole potential
Vdipole(r) experienced by the scattering electrons is basi-
cally zero.
In summary, we have analyzed the nonlinear effects in the
energy loss of a slow dipole moving inside an electron gas.
Similar to the behavior of the friction coefficients in the H2
molecule, at small distances F i dominates over F’ but as the
distance increases the behavior is reversed. We find, how-
ever, a genuine nonlinear effect caused by the complex
screening process of charges of opposite sign. Whereas in the
H2 molecule, the crossing distance between F i and F’ takes
larger values as the electronic density decreases, in the dipole
we just observe the opposite behavior. Finally, the calcula-
tion of the interference effects in the energy loss of a slow
dipole also manifests the importance of a nonlinear treatment
of the problem, particularly at low electronic densities. It is
at such densities that the correlation effects of the two
charges of opposite sign turn to be more important for the
energy-loss process.
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